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APPLICATION OF THE FUMY. DIFFERENTIAL
TO THE

APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

CHAPTER

INTRODUCTILN

A paper written by A. A, Michal [13, pp. 252-258)

in 1945 contained several results Which were said to be
applicable to the approximate solution of Volterra and
Fredholm Integral equations, These results were concerned

with certain differential squat tons in Frechet differ.
entials having as their unique solutions the solutions
to the Volterra and Fredholm integral equations. The

object of this thesis is to give, utilizing Michalls
results, an approximative method for solving the Volterra
integral equation of the second kind,

with precise estimates of the error, The kernel K(xlit)

is given and is continuous on the triangle a < t < x < b
and the function f(x) is given and is continuous on the
interval a < x < b. The unique and continuous solution

to (1,1) is known to be iven by

I t)y(t)dt (



2

where S(x,t) is called the resolvent kernel of the kernel

K(x,t). The method developed in Chapter V to solve (1,1)

approximately also may be used to approximate the resol-

vent kernel. It should be mentioned that an almost

parallel treatment can be made for the Fredholm Integra

equation of the second kind,

(1.3)

In Chapter IV the resolvent kernel t and conse-

quently the solution y(x) to (1.1) will be defined as

functionals of the kernel K(x,t), The independent vari-

able K(x,t) will be an element of the Banach space of

continuous functions of two real variables; 3(x,t) also

will be an element of this space. The function y(x) will

take its values in the Banach space of continuous functions

of one real variable. Thus the concept of linear spaces

and certain operations in them will be basic to the inves

gations in this sequel.

A linear space, is a set B =tK1 of elements K such

that K B (K an element of B) implies b K C B, b any

real number; and a binary operation + is defined in B

such that Kl, K2 E B implies (K1+K2) B, and the elements

of B form an Abelian group with respect to +. The

identity element for the operation + will be designated

by 0, It for each element K B a non-negative real



conditions:

1 1 1 1 0 if K

Ilax11 lal I'

11011

11 for any real numbe

11X +X 11 11 11 + IIK 11 for all K
are satisfied, then B is called a normed linear space
[7, p. 193). If the number field associated with B is
complex, then B is called a complex normed linear space

Only real linear spaces will be considered here.
A sequence K 1 of elements of B is said to converge

to an element Ko B (Kn Ko as n ) if IIK-o n11
as n 4 cc, The sequence ly is called a Cauchy sequence
if for every positive integer p IIK21,413 11 0 as n ---0

A normed linear space is called complete if every Cauchy
sequence in it converges [4, p, 5 and 7, p. 193). A com.

plete normed linear space is often referred to as a Banach
space. The Banach spaces which will be used in the follow-
ing chapters will be the sets

T = iG(x,t): G(x,t) is real and continuous on the
triangle a < t < < bi

i6(x g(x) is real and continuous on the inter.
vaI a < x < bl

Let B1 arid B each be a set of continuous functions
of a finite number of real variables. A single.valued

transformation on Bto3 will be called a functional

B

number called the norm of K, exists such that the



E16. p. 80]. A functional V on to .8I said to be
additive if for all K K c BI, VEK = V[K1] 44. V

and continuous at Ko Bi if 11Kn K 11 0 implies
O

V(K0) -440. A linear et 0 al is a func.
t onal which is additive and continuous at all
(16, p. 90), A functional V(Ki K_)

called a symmetric n-linear functional if
it is linear in each K (1=1, 2, n) for fixed
values of the remainin K

a permutation on the Ki does not alter its value
in

More general instances of cperat.,ons in linear spaces
and their important role in the study of integral equations
are found in the papers of Louseth (7,8) and Kantorovich



CHAPTER II

THE VCLTiRA INTGRAL EQUATION

Let K(x,t) and G x, be elements of P. The function

H(x,t) defined by

(2. H(x,t) x,$)G(s t)ds

is called a funat on f conTosition of Kix,t and G(x,t

The symbol KG will be referred to as the composition of
and G. The fo11owth postulates are valid for elements

of T 11, pp. 159-164, and 18):
KG exists in P.
(K )U = K(GU).

KG KU, K 0 implies

UK, K g 0 implies G U.

(e K(G443) = KG + KU,

Cr) (G+U)K = GK + UK

The elements K(x,t) and G(x,t),are called permutable if

Kit

A formula of Dirichlet [1, pp, 161-162) for the
change of limits and of the order of Integration plays a
major role in computing compositions of elements. For

example, let H(x,t) = KG and P(x,t) = GU, Then



.3) K(GU)

But

do f x, G 0z) z,t dz,

(x13)1)( ds =

x,z)U(z0

Dirichletts formula states tha

(204) x,$)G(s z)U(z t)dz

dZ K(xfos)G(stz)U(z,t)d

G( z)U(z ds

G) U.

Thus it was shown that composition is associative,
The method of successive substitutions for solving

equations of type (1.1) or type (1.3) is facilitated by
the mechanics of compositions, The remainder of this
chapter will be devoted to defining the well-known



(2,5)

6)

In composition fo

7

iterated kernels of the Volterra kernel and to solving
equation (1,1) by the method of successive substitutions,
In what follows the element Vast) C T will be the kernel
of equation (1

Define

The functions K Kn e known as the iterated
kernels of K(x,t). Also they are called the emPositA0n
powers of the kernel K(xit), IIt is easily established
[1 pp. 161-1623 that



(2 7)

(29)

(2,10

Cons.der the infinite series

Since IC T, there exists a real number M such that in T

8) 1

From (2,5) and 2.8)

xot I

(n-1) ! (n-1):

follows from these results that the series (2.7) is
absolutely and uniformly convergent to a function S(x t)
in T, The function

cal.ed the resolvent kernel of the kernel K(xot
The kernel K and its resolvent S satisfy the class'.

cal repo procal relations



(2.11)

(2,12) S(x.t) + K

I K+K

-KS,

t)g(t)d

This is easily shown by applying postulates (b). (f)
and formulas (2 (2.5) and (2,6):

For any function g(x) 4 I, let the symbol K 1,

be defined as

2,13)

Now consider equation (14) in the symbolic form

14)

where Kt T and f t I are given, The unknown function y

Is sought in I, Substituting for y on the right-hand side
of (2.14) its value given on the left side, one has

f K*(f-K*y)

= f K*f + K *y.

iepeat this substitution n times. Then



(2.16)

so that

lim
n -> oo

and If(x)

that the infinite series

will be majorized by a series havin

as its general term. Thus the series (2,16) is absolutely
and uniformly convergent to a function y3 e I It follows
that if (2,14) has a continuous solution yo y will be
expressed by the series

But for y e I there exist a real number such that

I Q in I. Then by virtue of 2.9)

follows from (2.9)

0

(2,17) lim
oo



(2.19)

0)

.10 (2.13), and the additivity of the Integra
2,18 can be written as

which is (1,2) in composition form. That y is Indeed the
unique and continuous solution of (2,14) or (1.1) is easy
to show [9.PP 13.15),

Consider the system of inequalities given by
IIK(x,t)11 = uax K( t)I and (b-a)

twt<x<b

each K(x ) 4 JJK(x,t)JJ is a finite number. Thus,

in the sense of norms, (2.9) is equivalent to the system

This serves as au illustration of how norms may be used
to establish convergence for elements of a function space,
The remaining chapters will bring out its use in connect.
Ion with limits, differentiability, and continuity,

Hence, 2.14) has a continuous solution it must be
given by (2,16), that is



(3,1) 1K +An d KII)

CHAPTER III

THE FREOHET DIFFERENTIALS OF FUNCTIONALS

One of Frechet's important contributions to modern

functional analysis was the notion of the differential of
operations in normed linear spaces (2, pp. 293-323], The

Freehet differential formed the basis of many investiga-

tions by Miehal 129 153 and Kantorovieh (5, 1013. 159-
183]. In this chapter the Fr4chet differential will be
defined for the particular case of funetionals9 and sev-
eral important results pertaining to differentials of
power series in Banaeh spaces and to Taylor-type exparle.

sions of functionals will be stated, In What follows the

symbol B (with or without a subscript) will always denote

Banaeh space, and the words "differential" and "deriva-
tive" shall mean Fr4chet differential" and "Frtiehet
derivative,

Let K be an element of B9 and let h 0 be a real
number. A neighborhood; of K is defined as the set of
all K e B such that IIK-K II I I KI <

DLFTNITION 1, A functional V on a neighborhood of
Bi to Is said to possess a differential at K

there exists a linear functional dV(K; on B to B
such that

2



that
2.111 v as

The element dV[K IsK) is called the first Frechet
differential of V at K0with arbitrary increment 4K 6
The function dV(K0;...) is a linear functional of AK
depending parametrically on K0[16, p, 90) and is called
the first Fre;chet derivative of V at K (5, p. 159].
DEFINITION 2, A functional V is said to possess a second
differential at K 6 B i, for some h 0 V has a first
differential at all K such that 11K K

exists a bilinear functional d

lot

(3, idV(K K d

h and there

B such that

0
d-V K

Higher order differentials are defined similarly,
the nth order derivative being an n.linear functional of
the arbitrary increments zic1,A: ...# AK The

Fr4chet differential of any order, if it exists, is unique
(16, pp, 90.91). Hereafter the symbol LIK, for the
increment taken on by the independent variable K of a

functional, will be replaced by the symbol dK,
For an example of the differential of a functional,

where 0( real function of a real variable z such



Then

Now

and

since

K+diq V(K] =

Thus the differential exists,

where K C T. Define 11K( t) i max IK(x
a<t<xb

14

ds + f dK(x s)K(s t)ds

s/t)ds x,$) ( t)ds

dK

IIV(K+d() V[K] dVi. dit3 (116K11).

IgaillEd.z. A functional V on B1 to B is said to be
a homogeneous polynomial of degree n if there exists 4



symmetric n,-linear functional411

(3.3)
A n

VD() ZS (2111-61 VD())2""e n n_l

If V is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n, then for all

such that V[K] = A n[K K,....KE.16, P. 94],
Successive differences of a functional V

defined by

(3.4) AE

Ki V[K+dK Kit

dKn+

and the nth difference aeiv v V[K) is a quantity
P0041, "n

independent of K [17, ID, 305), For a homogeneous polynom-

ial V of degree n let

V(K) 0,

on B

15

0B22

and call An[dK ,,..,dKn) the polar of V[K
The polar of a homogeneous polynomial V is a symmetric

n.linear functional of the increments dK dK se, dKn1
and furthermore /1n[K,K,,,,,K) V(K), There is no other
symmetric n»linear functional with this property [17, p.
306].

To illustrate the foregoing remarks, consider the
functional



From

an

A

+dKdK

The polar of VIK)

A

and readily

The Infinite series

power series

V[K]

defines an entire

analytic functional if for any real number b the real

converges, m4, called the modulus

16

A3 K ) = VIK),

From definition 1 and equations ) and (3.4) it
easily seen that

dIr[K dK) [KoKtd



113, P. 258 and 17, pp, 306-307).
The following three theorems {17, P. 308; 14, pp,

57-59 and 15, Pp. 16.17) will be of prime importance in
this paper,
TEE0-,-M A, If V is a nomogeneous polynomial of deg

it will admit differentials of all orders, and

(3.5) V(ii;djk 224,04,

THEORIA 3. Tr V is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i

and if the power series (K] has a radius of
1=1

analyticity (radius of convergence of the real power series

of r 0, then the function 8 defined by

17

(norm) of the homogeneous polynomial degree I, is
real number given by



(3.6) S(K)

18

has successive differentials of all orders for each K in
the sphere 'WI < r, They are given by a term by term

differentiation of the power series (3,6):

THEOREM C,

(3.8) dy(K;d1C) 1.(y(K),dK), (03 =f

represent a completely integrable linear total differential
system (10). If y[K] is a unique entire analytic solution
of (3,8) on B to B then for any given K c B the
functional y can be expanded in a generalized Taylor-type
series of successive differentials with equal tacrements
dK valid for all dK £ Bit

(3.9)

* * *

It was shown by Michal (15) that (3.8) indeed pos-
sesses a unique entire analytic solution.

di K;dK(3.7)



(4.2) S[K] =

(4.3) )

CHAPTER IV

FUNCTIONALS OF THE VOLT 111A KERNEL

Let K C T be a Volterra kernel, that is, the given
function K(x t) in the equation

(4,1) Y(x) f x* y(t)dt = f(x)
a

From Chapter II it is readily discerned that the resolvent
kernel S(x,t) of IC (x, is a continuous function on
a < t < x < b, Then for each Kt T there corresponds an
S T. Hence in the light of (2,10) and the definition
of a functional the resolvent kernel S is a functional
of the kernel K. The Independent variable is in T and
the dependent variable takes its values in T, The symbols

S[K x,t] or S[K) will be used to denote this correspon.
dermal

t)f(t)dt,

s clear that the solution y(x) also is a functional
of the kernel K(x,t), The dependent variable takes its

19

Now write the solution given by (1,2)
or 2,19), in the form
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values in I. The symbols x) or y[K) will be used to
denote this correspondence. Therefore, in the 1anuae
of functions's, equations (4,1) and (4.3) become

and

espectively, The norms for the elements of T and I are
o be given by 11G(x,t)1 = max IG(x,t) and II8(x)II

a<t<x.cb

max respective'
m<x<b

It is evident from Chapter III that for each j
1# 2# ,) the composition powers K of K c T are

homogeneous polynomials of degree j, To show this, let
\WC KJ and apply (3,3) for arbitrary increments

dK from T One will obtain

(4.7) A

(4.6) A dK V[K)*.

of the integers 1, 2,

where P1, denotes the sum of j! terms obtained from
and including the composition dK d

J
dK by a permutation

The function



is seen to be a symmetric jlinear functional on T t
such that

(4,8) (K,K,...,K) VIK).

Thus KJ is a homogeneous polynomial and A defined by

(4 7), is its polar,
From theorem (A) the first differential of V[K)

is given by

(4.9)

for Since by

converges absolutely and uniformly for all K E T, the
resolvent kernel S[K] to an entire analytic functional,
Thus, by theorem (B), the series (4,2) is term-wise dif-
ferentiable; the differential of each term being given by
(4 9). Explicitly

dS[K;dKj

oo

-dK dK dK K adK K}

the power series

on using the distributive rule for compositions one

21



can write this last equation in the form

dS(KidK1 -d )dK + dK(K-

+ )dK(K-

and then by (4,2) this will reduce to

(4,10) dS(K) = (dK + 3(K)dK + dKS[K) S dK SLIM

which is a completely integrable non-linear total dlr.
ferential equation (13. P. 254], In ordinary notation
(4.10) has the form

dS Kix, ]
[dK

S(K xoldK(r,t)dr

+ f d r)S[K dr IT

It can be shown from (4.10) and a mathematical

induction (13. P. 2541 that the nth differential dnS(K)
of °(K) is given by

dK+S(K3d

Xtr

+ (dK+SEK)dK)nS(K

22

for equal increments dYL T.

The existence of dS[K) surely implies the existence
of the differential dy(K] of the solution y[K] of equa*
tion (4 4) Taking the differential of both sides of

t3dsdr .



(4,4) one obtains

dy(Kix]
(4.12)

fdK(x,t)y[K t)dt f Kixot)dy( ]d

Now treat 4,12) as a Volterra integral equation in the
unknown dy[ Ix] with kernel K(xot). The solution is

4,13) dy(Klx]

x
dK(.74 371 t]dt f t* Y 3dre

Interchanging the variables of integration rot in the
second member on the right side of (4,13) will give

(4.14) dy[

n the notation of composit ion

(4.15) dy[K] = ..(dK S(K]dK

23

The second differential d-y(K] of y[K] is easily

idK(xo
) f S(KIxor)dK dr] lt)dt.

a



obtained with the aid of composition, Take the differ.
en ial of both s des of 4.15). Then

(4.16) y[K] = .dSdK*y( ) dK SIK1dK)*d (K],

From (4,10) and (4,15),

dKdK+S(K)dKdK+dK MdK+S(KldK S(K)dK)*y(K)

(dK+S[K]dK) dK+S(K3dK)*y

( dK4-s[K]dK)dK+(dK+S(K]dK)S(KidK)*y(K]

dK+S(KIdK) (K)

(dK+S(K] K)(4K+S(K)dK)*y(K)+(dK+S[K]dK

dK+S[X3d .

In general, the nth differential of Y with equal mere...
ments is given by

(4,18) 3 (dX+S[K]d *y[K]

E153.

It was previously shown that if S[K] has a differ.
ential at lie T it is given by (4,10), and if y[K] has a,
differential at K T it is given by (4,15). That the

converse is true is brought out in the following funda.
mental theorems of Michal (13, pp, 25.256],

4



[

d

(4.19)
S[ V 1

=C;3,M i, ihe completely integrable non-linear total
differential system

has a unique entire analytic functional solution given by

THORijE. The completely tntegrable linear total dif-
ferential system

dy(K) -(dK SEK)d *y.[K]
(4,20)

no) f E I

has a unique analytic functional solution given by

dK SEKPIK + &291,:Ki s[K]dK SUM

25

Theorems entirely analogous to these are given for
the Fredholm resolvent kernel and for the solution to the
Fredholm equation (1,3) [13, pp, 257-258), In the Fredholm

case the set T is replaced by the set

tG(xot)1G(x,t) is continuous on a < xo t
and the Fredholm determinant for G(x,t) is
non-zerol,



CHAPTER V

THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE VOLTERRA EQUATION

The results in this chapter are based on the notion,
borrowed from the elementary calculus, that for sufficient.
ly small changes in the independent variable the differ-
entia]. of a continuous function will be as close to the
increment of the function as wished, Thus when the

independent variable takes on a small change, a conven.
lent method for approximating the corresponding change

in the function is evident,
Let the equation

(5.1) yuclx] f( x)

be given with K(xirt) T and f(x) E I, Let K (x,t) E T
be another kernel Whose resolvent S(KJ is known and take

(5,2) 011 1 11 max Id 1.
a<t<xb

From 4,5) the solution to (5,1) with kernel K is immed.t..

ately given by

(5.3) YiK (

x,t)y[K tidt

tif(t)d

26

If Ad [ = y[K] y[K ] were known, then obviously the

solution to (5,1) would be given by



(5,4) y[K3 + Y

On the assumption that pdtcy( ) is not known, take the

differential of y(K) evaluated at y(K ) with Increment
dK, From (4.15)

(5.5) d K ] -(dF + (Kodd7. y[K

Now if dK is small, In the sense of (5.2), it is evident
from definition ( ) and theorem (C) that

(5,6

is a good approximation to y(K) From theorem ( the

exact solution to (5,1) would be given by the generalized
Taylor expansion of y(K) about K

(5.7) YEK) + d K d ) ;diC) +

Thus knowledge of the higher order differentials will
allow closer approximations to the exact solution y[K],

The problem of estimating the error for an nth order
approximation from (5.7) is easily resolved by first esti.,
mating the norms of the differentials d K ;Mit

j 1, 2, n, It will be seen from the theorems F),

27

(G), and (H) to follow, that precise error estimates are
at hand, These results are believed to be rte



Let

28

1 IdYEK 1 (dK d..0*y(K



Inequalities (5.8a) and 9a) can be expressed as

(5.8b)

and

(5,10)

it is readily seen that

H FTA4JI< TT 1
1=1 1=1

29

respectively, where ()
iTrii*bqTr.



=0

Then from the distributive properties of compos tio and

(5.10),

k+1 11(k+1):(dif+S

< (k+

4
ukBk

tk2k+1)

3ince ( ) +

11(k+1)!(dK+S ] diC,fyiK

11(k+1) (dK+SLK 3 ) K*y

.[k+1
(_ uB \ 01,,tr+

k J

2 2

1 k+1

+ (n1uk+
Bk 1

(2k+2) iM uk+1 k

inequality one will

Ildk Y[400,Kill

uk+1Bk+1 1

[2(k41)]rim

u2B2

Tirr77+117k+

k ) (1) k.13)(

1 k

410[011i

*

collecting terms in the last



31

Thus a precise estimate of the size of the nth differential
for n 1* 2* 3 is provided by
THEa:

If in the expansion on the right side of the inequal.
ity in theorem (F) the denominators were each replaced by

then one will have the

PROOF, From (5,7) and corollary (F)

brEK) I I

1 IY
ouh(l+uB)

For any approximation to the given kernel theorem

(G) gives an estimate of the size of the exact solution,
The following theorem provides a precise error estimate
for any nth order approximation to y(K),

II +lidy(K dK)H irv y

IlY 11+ uh(l+uB) + . (uh(l+uB)]



[euh(l+uB 1 uB J.]

PROOF, From (5,7), corollary (F), and theorem (C)

IlY(Ki-yEK

Ko;dK

uh(l+uB "2
n+2):

There are several approximative methods in which the

given kernel K is replaced by an approximate kernel Ko

(usually one which is separable or whose resolvent is
readily available), and the corresponding approximate
solution is taken to be a) y(x) y (x) or b) y(x) )

+ g(x) where g(x) is a correction for the error y(x) Y )



(5.12)

Where

(5.13)

33

The former type was demonstrated by Kantorovich [6, PP

90-92) for the rredholm equation (1,3). Hildebrand

[3, pp. 501-502 (Problem 100)] gave an example of the

latter type which, if considered from the point of view
presented in this thesis, resembles a method of finite
differences for functionals and is exactly equivalent to
the method given here. Demonstration of this equivalence

will serve to illustrate the subtlety and capability of
the results in this chapter.

Consider the Volterra equation

(5,11) y(x) f K t)y(t)dt = f(x)

Where K E T and f t I. Let y be the solution to (5,11)
corresponding to the kernel K0 approximate to K. Let S y

and dK denote the errors y(x) yo(x) and K(x,t) (x, )

respectively. Then the true solution to (5.11) Is given
by



t)d xlt

Now write (5,13) in the form,

(5.14) y(x)

and treat it as an integral equation in the unknown jr y(x
Replace K(x,t) by (x,t) and denote the corresponding
solution by j y (x), Then for small dK(x, a good

approximation to y(x) will be

(5.15) y(x. (x)

The true solution is given by

(5,16)

where

S y(x)

(5.17)

fy

S 3r0

y(t)d

t) Sy

dK x,

e (5,17) in the form

34



and treat it as an Integral
Than, as before, replace K(x,t) by K (x,t) and. denote the
corresponding solution by y ( A good third order

approximation to y(x) will be

when Y

n+where r y

Nov by virtue of the concepts given in this sequel,
equations (5.12), (5.13), (5,15) and (5,21) transform
into the functional equations

,n
y

(5.21)

and the true solution is

(5,22

Sy

The true solution is given

s'Y

equation in the unknown s y

x) +

x), Continu

manner, the nth order approximation to y(x) becomes

S YO S Sn 09

n this

(5,12 ) YEK) [1( KodK),

(5.20) y( x) (x) Sy (c) + x) + J Y



(5,13') Syt id ] dK*y + I(*jy(K 04)

(5,15') E [K.] +S Y

K j Y(5.21') y[K]

(5,24

S dK*y

3

respectively, and compare with equations 5.4 5.5

(5 6), and (5,7) respectively,
Now if [K ) is the resolvent kernel of K then

the solution to (5,13) or equivalently (5,131) is

K dK)

that is, interesting

(5.23) S Y ;dK) = dy[K

In general one will find that



be given. Here

(6,

and

(6.6)

CHAPTER VI

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Let the equation

g ven by

xt[3+x

)y[K t]d

37

are, respectively, elements of T and I. Take
x3 .3

(64) Ko( x e

The resolvent of K0 can be shown to be

(6.5) Molx,t)

The solution to the equation



(6,7)

d(x,t)y[K01tJdt
0

xi

xtz]dK(zot dz

An estimate of the norm I idK I IK-Ko I 1 found to be

.8) dKji .028.



(6,11)

dK(z t)d It]dt

Substituting these results into (5 ,5), one will have
0

(6,9) d 1 3

Thus an approximation

(6.10

0 YE

Ix

lx3

1 < .028,

IIS[K0)11 1,

117(1( ill = 1,
lb+aj 1.

.056

rhen from theorem (H) an estimate of the error of the
second order approximation (6,10) i

The following estimates are easily established:

39

.056] < ,0006,



The importance of this simple example lies in the
improvement offered by the differential correction

dy[K0) to an approximation rather than in the approxi-
mation itself,
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